
PTO Meeting Minutes of April 13, 2017 

The meeting was conducted by Jennifer Velis, PTO Co-President.  Attendees’ introductions 
and approval of previous meeting minutes were the top of the agenda.   

In attendance were the following: 

Heather Tashjian 
Jane Kennedy 
Suni George 
Nassma Halaseh 
Trish Weisberg 
Kathleen Lenihan  
Jennifer Velis  
Patricia Holguin 
Sadia Sharif 

Treasurer’s Report 

Upon reviewing the rest of the year income and expenses we believe we will be in good shape 
either breaking even or with a slight loss (which was budgeted).  We expect more income to 
come from Clarke clothing, Wilson Farm's fundraiser, and the talent show. Remaining expenses 
are Directory, website, possible ACT, and the remaining budget for Principal and assistant 
principal discretion and mini grants.  Some expense savings are Paypal fees, assignment 
notepads, and possibly professional development and capital projects. 

Principal’s Report 

All the 7th and 8th graders will be taking the YRBS (Youth Risk Behavior Survey) survey today.  
It will be interesting to see how students are in respect to all the topics covered by the 
survey.  This survey started two years ago, as a result of increasing stress in school.  The WIN 
program was initiated to address some of the issues raised by the survey.   

Mrs. Monaco introduced Pauline Avery, a guidance counselor at the school, who proceeded to 
discuss the most recent suicide incident at the High School.  She explained to parents how to 
talk to teenagers about difficult topics.  Mrs. Avery also explained that the school has 
resources and programs aimed to help parents and families to address a wide range of issues.  
Some of the programs being piloted at the school are SOS (Signs of Suicide) and ACT 
(Acknowledge, Care and Tell). 

During this session a parent brought to the meeting’s attention the fact that some 7th grader 
kids are being teased and another child posted an alarming suicide note on Instagram.  Mrs. 
Monaco, the counselor and parent present indicated that the best thing for a student to do if 
in knowledge of this information is to reach out to the counselor, so appropriate help can be 
provided. 

Student Government wants to raise funds for a water project and for that they will be selling 
Camelback water bottles.  Water bottles cost $8 and the students will sell them for $15 with 
proceeds going toward the project.  In addition, part of the funds ($700) from the talent 
show, which generated approximately $1,700 will be used for this project.  The PTO will 



provide financing to the students to acquire the bottles (approx. 100 bottles) to be sold to 
Clarke’s students and families. 

New to Lexington Potluck 

Sadia Sharif, a parent in attendance suggested to have an event for new families to Lexington 
in the fall, as new families could feel a bit lost in the school and a gathering of this sort will 
facilitate transition.  It was decided that a Pizza night for new families to Lexington will take 
place in the fall. 

It was also suggested that the school facilitate an easier transition to kids new to Lexington.  
Maybe having a group of current students help out those new to Lexington.  A similar program 
(Nexus Club) is available at the LHS  

Moving On Ceremony 

It will take place on June 21 at7 O’clock at the LHS auditorium.  After the ceremony there 
will be an informal gathering for all graduating Clarke families.  There will be approximately 
300 kids graduating from 8th grade. 

The meeting was dismissed by Jennifer Velis, the PTO Co-President 

  


